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Equivalent Capacitance Approach to Calculate Effective
Roughness Dielectric Parameters for Copper Foils on Printed
Circuit Boards

Marina Y. Koledintseva1,* and Tracey Vincent2

Abstract—Effective roughness dielectric (ERD) is a homogeneous
lossy dielectric layer of certain thickness with effective (averaged)
dielectric parameters. The ERD layer is used to model copper foil
roughness in printed circuit board interconnects by being placed
on a smooth conductor surface to substitute an inhomogeneous
transition layer between a conductor and laminate substrate di-
electric. This work derives the ERD parameters based on the un-
derstanding that there is a gradual variation of concentration of
metallic inclusions in the transition layer between the dielectric and
foil. The gradual variation can be structured as thin layers that are
obtained using the equivalent capacitance approach. The concen-
tration profile is extracted from scanning electron microscopy or
high-resolution optical microscopy. As the concentration of me-
tallic particles increases along the axis normal to the laminate
dielectric and foil boundary, two regions can be discerned: an
insulating (prepercolation) region and a conducting (percolation)
region. The rates of increase in effective loss (or corresponding
conductivity) in these two regions differ significantly. The pro-
posed model of equivalent capacitance with gradient dielectric is
applied to a number of different types of copper foils. The
frequency-dependent dielectric parameters of the homogenized
ERD are calculated from the equivalent capacitance. The results
are validated using 3D numerical electromagnetic simulations.
There are two types of numerical models: with homogeneous ERD
parameters and layered. Both models show excellent agreement
with measurements.

Keywords—printed circuit board, signal integrity, stripline,
copper foil, roughness, electric percolation, numerical electro-
magnetic simulations, S-parameters, dielectric constant, dissipa-
tion factor, complex permittivity, loss constant, phase constant

INTRODUCTION

P rinted circuit boards (PCBs) used in high-speed digital
design are known to have a substantial level of copper foil

roughness which compromises signal integrity (SI) and may
also cause electromagnetic compatibility problems. Therefore,

knowledge of the correct parameters of laminate PCB dielectrics
refined from any copper foil roughness impact and the proper
foil roughness characterization are important constituents of
modeling high-speed digital electronics designs, e.g., Refs. [1-3]
and references therein.

There are numerous models to characterize conductor surface
roughness. All these models could be systematized in a few
groups. The first group is based on introduction of roughness
correction coefficients for attenuation in planar transmission
lines. A good overview of models with roughness correction
coefficients is given in Shlepnev [4]. This group includes
such models as Morgan’s [5]; Hammerstad and Bekkadal [6],
Hammerstad and Jensen [7]; Groiss’s model [8]; Bushminskiy’s
model [4, 9]; Huray’s “snowball” model [10, 11]; Hall-Pytel’s
hemisphere model [12]; stochastic models for power spectral
density of rough surfaces such as Sanderson’s [13], Braunisch-
Tsang’s [14-16], Chen and Wong’s [17]; and approximation of
roughness by periodic functions and using small perturbation
technique as in Refs. [13, 18-21]. The second group of models is
based on introducing equivalent boundary conditions, or surface
impedance, due to roughness on a smooth conducting surface
[13, 19-22]. The direct or hybrid electromagnetic modeling of
surface roughness by various numerical simulation techniques
and tools comprises the third group of surface roughness
models. Some numerical models can be found in Refs. [23-27]
and references therein. The fourth group relates to experimental
separation of conductor losses into smooth part associated with
skin depth only and roughness part that could be associated with
both inductive (similar to skin depth, ~

ffiffiffiffi
v

p
) and capacitive (as in

a lossy dielectric, with ~v and ~v2 frequency behavior) effects
on loss and phase constant in a PCB transmission line [28-31].

Note that the capacitive effect of roughness on phase constant
was first mentioned in Ref. [23], although some authors consider
only inductive effects associated with roughness, e.g., Refs. [32-
34]. In Ref. [35], the gradient model for effective conductivity
and permeability associated with conductor roughness is con-
sidered, corresponding surface impedance is calculated, and it
affects both loss and phase delay on the line. Note that recently,
indeed, the excess of both capacitance and inductance due to
conductor surface roughness has been recommended to consider
in the roughness models [4, 36]. In this work, we stand on the
position of mainly capacitive effect of a PCB foil roughness,
although roughness also contributes to skin depth through
a positive or even negative ~

ffiffiffiffi
v

p
term, increasing or decreasing
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loss due to skin depth in a smooth conductor. A negative ~
ffiffiffiffi
v

p
term resulting in some reduction in skin depth loss can be
observed because of significantly rough surfaces which are as if
pushing electromagnetic field out of the conductor, and this
effect is shown in Refs. [13, 29].

The effective roughness dielectric (ERD) concept, which is
a consequence of capacitive effect of conductor surface
roughness on both loss and phase constants of propagating wave
in a PCB transmission line, was introduced in Refs. [37-40].
ERD is a homogeneous lossy dielectric layer of certain thick-
ness Tr with effective (averaged) dielectric constant DKr and
dissipation factor DFr. ERD is placed on a smooth conductor
surface to substitute an inhomogeneous transition layer between
a conductor and laminate substrate dielectric. Although the
concept is simple, it is physically illuminating, meaningful, and
powerful. It has been successfully applied to model conductor
(copper foil) roughness in PCBs for SI and electromagnetic
interference purposes when designing high-speed digital elec-
tronics devices [41, 42]. The ERD model has been implemented
and tested in a number of numerical electromagnetic modeling
tools, e.g., Refs. [43-46].

In our previous publications [39, 47, 48], the ERD “design
curves,” determining the ranges of the DKr and DFr parameters
for different types of PCB copper foils were developed. The
methodology of generating these “design curves” is based on the
following procedures:

� stripline S-parameter sweep (S3) technique to measure
S-parameters of single-ended comparatively long (~40 cm, or
16 inches) striplines with TRL calibration to remove con-
nector effects [21, 49];

� scanning electron microscopy (SEM) or high-resolution
optical microscopy of cross sections of PCB samples with
signal traces and the proper quantification of surface roughness
profile parameters [50-52];

� differential extrapolation roughness measurement technique
[28-31]; and

� two-dimensional finite element method and/or three-
dimensional finite integral technique (3D-FIT) numerical
modeling that allow for accurately fitting the measured
S-parameters of the striplines and extract the data for DKr and
DFr of the roughness layers [37, 39, 47, 48]. This fitting may
include an optimization procedure, e.g., a genetic algorithm
to minimize the discrepancy between the modeled and
measured S-parameters.

The “design curves” in the abovementioned papers were
generated using SEM and/or optical microscopy to quantify foil
roughness. Any designer can use these “design curves” and does
not necessarily need to cut a PCB and prepare samples of the line
cross sections for microscopic inspection. It is sufficient to know
which type of foil is used in the PCB under test—this may be
standard (STD) foil, very low profile (VLP) foil, reverse-treated
foil (RTF), or hypervery low profile (HVLP)/supervery low
profile (SVLP) foil. Each foil type (group) has some ranges of
DKr, DFr, and roughness thickness Tr values, and a designer
may take average values of DKr, DFr, and Tr within these ranges
for the reasonable estimation of the data which then could be
used in modeling of the PCB designs. In our articles [29, 30],
different foils were subdivided in a few groups depending on the

average peak-to-valley roughness amplitudes: for STD foils,
Rz ~ 5-15 mm, but in some roughest cases may reach 20 mm; for
VLP and RTF foils, the typical values of Rz ~ 3-5 mm; and for
HVLP/SVLP foils, Rz may be as low as 1-3 mm. The present-
day PCB foil technology even reduces roughness on the
smoothest foils, although they remain comparatively expensive.
Note that these Rz values are traditionally measured by a me-
chanical or optical profiler on a standalone foil, and therefore
differ from the values of average peak-to-valley amplitudes
measured using pictures of PCB cross sections.

Although the “design curves” were developed using fitting
between the experimental data and modeling results, it is always
desirable to have a simple and physically meaningful analytical
model. In this work, the DKr and DFr parameters are derived
based on the understanding that the transition layer between the
dielectric and foil contains gradual variation of concentration of
metallic inclusions: from zero concentration in laminate di-
electric through some percolation limit to 100% at the smooth
copper foil level. The equivalent material parameters of this
layered structure can be obtained using equivalent capacitance
approach. In the equivalent capacitor, the dielectric properties
vary according to the concentration profile of metallic particles
in the roughness layer. The concentration profile can be obtained
from SEM or high-resolution optical microscopy. As concen-
tration of metallic particles increases along the axis normal to the
laminate dielectric and foil boundary, two regions can be de-
termined: insulating (prepercolation) and conducting (percola-
tion). Rates of increase in effective loss (or effective conductivity)
in these two regions significantly differ. The proposed model of
equivalent capacitance with gradient dielectric has been applied
to STD, VLP, and HVLP foils, and the results are validated using
3D full-wave numerical electromagnetic simulations.

DESCRIPTION OF EQUIVALENT CAPACITANCE MODEL

A roughness profile on a PCB conductor surface can be tested
using optical or SEM microscopy, or a surface profiler. The
average contents (volume concentration) of metallic particles in
the roughness layer vary as a function of the coordinate z normal
to the surface. It can be approximated by an exponential
function:

vinclðzÞ5 a3 expðK1zÞ; (1)

where a and K1 are the fitting parameters.
Two separate regions of ERD can be considered:

Region I: 0 < z <Tp, where the concentration of metallic in-
clusions is below the percolation threshold, i.e., where the
mixture remains in the dielectric phase; this is the region
adjacent to the dielectric matrix of the PCB. Herein, Tp is the
distance within the layer at which percolation is reached.

Region II: Tp < z <T, where the concentration of metallic
inclusions is higher than the percolation threshold; this is the
region adjacent to the smooth foil level and is conducting.

The percolation threshold is understood as the volume
fraction of metallic inclusions, at which they start forming
a conducting path, or net. As one cuts roughness in slices
starting from peaks, the metallic regions in these slices first will
be separated by significant amount of surrounding dielectric; as
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cutting slices further, more metallic inclusions will be in the
deeper slices, and at some point, the concentration will be such
that percolation starts.
Herein, T is the entire thickness of ERD layer. It includes

T 5 Tp 1DT ; (2)

where DT is the thickness of the region above the percolation.
The concentration vp, at which percolation will occur for the

metallic particles in the roughness dielectric layer, can be ob-
tained empirically, i.e., estimated from the microscopy pictures,
or from the profiler data. By solving the equation

vp 5 a3 exp
�
K1Tp

�
(3)

with respect to Tp, one can get the height of the dielectric phase
of ERD.
First, let us consider the region 0 < z <Tp. This is the di-

electric layer with relative permittivity varying according to the
profile function (1) from the matrix dielectric properties em
(at z5 0) to the final prepercolation value ep (at z5 Tp). Because
dielectric function varies with z as

eðzÞ5 emvinclðzÞ; (4)

the effective permittivity of such a layer can be calculated
through the equivalent partial-layered capacitor consisting of
series connection of sublayer capacitors. The capacitance of the
resultant capacitor with variable properties of the dielectric is

C5C0d=

ðd

0

dz=ð11 eðzÞÞ; (5)

where C0 is the capacitance of the corresponding air-filled
rectangular parallel-plate capacitor of thickness d. Herein, d5 Tp.
The effective dielectric properties of such dielectric layer can

be easily derived from (5) as

ed 5 Tp=

ðTp

0

dz=ðemð11 vinclðzÞÞÞ: (6)

This permittivity is complex, and its real and imaginary parts can
be separated as

ed 5 e0d 2 je00d : (7)

If the imaginary part is represented through the equivalent
conductivity, the corresponding equivalent conductivity is

sd 5 2ve0e
00
d: (8)

This conductivity will not be high because it is coming
from a lossy ERD in the dielectric phase. Its value is on the
order of 1022 S, which is similar to a comparatively lossy
dielectric.
However, in Region II, the conductivity increases expo-

nentially toward smooth copper level until it reaches the con-
ductivity of the pure copper used on a PCB. Therefore,

sp 5sd 3 eK2T ; (9)

where K2 is the exponent parameter for conductivity after per-
colation, and it can be solved from the equation, when sp reaches
the level at the beginning of percolation, e.g., sp 5 0:01sCu.
Percolation threshold is assumed to be 25% of volume concen-
tration of metallic inclusions in the epoxy-resin fiber-filled di-
electric matrix; this is based on numerous experimental studies of
composites containing copper powder inclusions in a polymer
base [53]. The conductivity at which percolation starts, i.e., 1% of
the conductivity of pure copper, is also an empirical value. Note
that in reality, it is difficult to state that particles in this “roughness
dielectric” are pure copper because for adhesion purposes, foils are
treated chemically. Most likely, there is oxidation on each copper
dendrite, and even if particles touch each other, the oxide films
may prevent from percolation. Still, ~25% percolation threshold is
a reasonable estimate.

As a reminder, T is the entire thickness of the ERD layer.
Then the conductivity profile function with respect to the

coordinate z will be

sðzÞ5sd 3 eK2z: (10)

The dielectric profile function in the second conducting layer
will be defined as

epðzÞ5 ed 1
sd

jve0
3 eK2z: (11)

The effective permittivity of the two lossy dielectric layers is
calculated through the equivalent capacitor containing two
capacitors in series. Both capacitors have gradient fillers. The
filler of the first layer is in the nonconducting dielectric phase,
and the other is close to percolation, i.e., conducting phase.

eeff 5 T
�� ðTp

0

dz=ðemð11 vinclðzÞÞ1
ðT

Tp

dz=ðepð11 vinclðzÞÞ
�
:

(12)

From (12), separating real and imaginary parts, the follow-
ing ERD parameters can be calculated: DKr 5 e0eff and DFr 5
tandeff 5 e0eff=e

0
eff .

METAL INCLUSION PROFILES IN DIFFERENT FOILS

Cross-sectional microscopic (SEM or optical) analysis is used
to characterize roughness profile of the foil. For this purpose,
typically a signal trace is cut perpendicular to the direction of the
electromagnetic wave propagation. The procedure of image
processing is described in detail in Refs. [50-52]. An example of
a binary (black-and-white) image of the trace cross section of
VLP foil on polyphenylene oxide (PPO) blend substrate is
shown in Fig. 1. The bottom (“foil” or “matte”) side of this foil is
rougher than the top (“oxide” or “drum”) side.

The surface roughness profile can be extracted and then
quantified using digital image processing based on the analysis of
pixels. The average peak-to-valley magnitude of the roughness
profile corresponding to the bottom of Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 2.
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Foil surface roughness has the stochastic nature; therefore,
along with peak-to-valley values, it can be characterized in
terms of the probability density function (PDF) and autocor-
relation function (ACR). A histogram of pixels for calculating
PDF and ACR curves for VLP foil type (the same as is shown in
Fig. 2) are presented in Fig. 3. The PDF shows that copper foil
surface roughness has normal (Gaussian) distribution, and from
ACR, it is clearly seen that the roughness is uncorrelated and
does not contain any periodicity.

In many cases (although not always), surface roughness is
isotropic, i.e., the PDF is invariant with respect to any direction
of the wave propagation. Because the parameters of PDF can be

obtained from the profile, the roughness 3D profile can be
reconstructed for the future investigation using, e.g., Gaussian
filter or any other low-pass filter widely used in digital image
processing. The parameters of this filter should be adjusted to
get the best correlation with the measured roughness pro-
file [54].

The PDF and ACR of the generated 3D roughness profile
shown in Fig. 4 agree well with those shown in Fig. 3. The 3D-
generated roughness profiles are useful for roughness quanti-
fication, e.g., as in Refs. [29-31], including ERD “design
curves” [40, 47] and for metallic concentration variation study
needed for equivalent capacitance approach.

Fig. 1. Binary image of the cross section of the signal trace of black oxide VLP foil on PPO blend substrate.

Fig. 2. An example of foil roughness profile extracted from the bottom side of the binary image.

Fig. 3. (a) Histogram of pixels to determine PDF and (b) ACR.
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Applying the same image processing technique as for the
roughness magnitude extraction, but performing summation for
each column of pixels, one can get the volume concentration of
metallic inclusions in the transition between pure dielectric to pure
metal. Fig. 5 shows the function vinclðzÞfor different types of foils. It
is seen that 0% concentration corresponds to dielectric matrix,
whereas 100% to smooth copper. The transitions are comparatively
smooth—the left-hand front corresponds to the “foil” side and the
right-hand side to the “oxide” side. The smoother the conductor
side, the more abrupt the metallic concentration slope.
The profiles on the “foil” and “oxide” sides can be fitted using

exponential or polynomial functions as is shown in Figs. 6-8.
For simplicity of calculating integrals analytically in (5), (6), and
(12), the exponential approximation aebz will be further used.
Note that the parameter b herein is the same as K1 in (1).The
approximation data for a number of studied samples of black-
oxide foils on PPO blend substrates are presented in Table I. The

parameter drms herein is the root mean square error at the ap-
proximation. Tp is the height of the prepercolation region from
dielectric matrix and T is the total roughness height (note that T
is typically close to the Rz value measured by a profiler on the
corresponding standalone foil but not exactly the same).

CALCULATION OF ERD PARAMETERS USING THE PROPOSED
ANALYTICAL MODEL

The proposed equivalent capacitance model was applied to
calculate the ERD parameters of the three types of foils as in
Table I. Figs. 9-11 show the calculated frequency dependences
for DKr and DFr of the corresponding ERD layers. The
thicknesses of the layers are also determined from the metallic
concentration profiles. Note that in the previous publications
[37, 40, 47, 48], the ERD parameters were independent of
frequency. However, the new analytical model shows that there

Fig. 4. 3D roughness profile surface generated using PDF and Gaussian filter.

Fig. 5. Volume concentration of metallic inclusions in black oxide (a) STD, (b) VLP, and (c) HVLP foil on PPO blend substrate.
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is frequency dependence. The ERD parameters for the STD foil
on its “foil” and “oxide” sides differ significantly because the
“foil” side is much rougher than the “oxide” side. The corre-
sponding differences for the sides on the VLP and HVLP foils
do not differ that much, although they are not equal. Although
the extracted ERD parameters for the VLP foil herein are close
to those of the HVLP, the thicknesses of the layers to be
modeled differ: the HVLP layers are thinner than those of VLP.
Note that the calculated ERD results are not the same as reported
in Refs. [40, 47] because the test samples studied herein are
different. In the present study, the roughness parameters of
HVLP and VLP samples are not much different, whereas in
Refs. [40, 47], the VLP and HVLP foils are quite distinct.

PCB dielectric matrix complex permittivity em is present in the
eqs. (4) and (6) for calculating ERD parameters through the
equivalent capacitance approach. Therefore, to extract ERD pa-
rameters for the particular foil on a dielectric substrate, one should
know the parameters of the PCB dielectric. Dielectric parameters of

core and prepreg on a stripline may slightly differ; however, the
properties of stripline dielectrics extracted from measurements are
typically averaged over the entire stripline space where electro-
magnetic waves propagate. There are various dielectric spectra
measurement techniques, including various traveling-wave, reso-
nator, and free-space methods, to obtain characteristics of stripline
dielectrics—an overview is given, e.g., in Refs. [29, 55].

To have causal dielectric responses satisfying Kramers-
Krönig relations [56], the extracted complex permittivity may be
represented as rational functions with poles of the first order
using vector fitting [57, 58] or series of Debye-like terms the
parameters of which are obtained using an optimization pro-
cedure [59], or as wideband Debye response (also called
Djordjevic-Sarkar model [2, 60]). In this particular work, the
dielectric parameters of PCB substrate were extracted using S3
technique [21, 49] and then the improved differential extrap-
olation roughness technique as in [31] that uses extrapolation
zero roughness of curve fitting coefficients for

ffiffiffiffi
v

p
, v;v2 terms

Fig. 6. Approximation of volume concentration of metallic inclusions as a function of distance from the smooth conductor: (a) “foil” side and (b) “oxide” side on
STD foil.

Fig. 7. Approximation of volume concentration of metallic inclusions as a function of distance from the smooth conductor: (a) “foil” side and (b) “oxide” side on
VLP foil.
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in attenuation and phase constants as functions of frequency.
The resulting extracted DK for the PPO blend matrix keeps
almost constant (3.65), slightly reducing in the third decimal
digit as frequency increases and DF is linearly increasing with
frequency from about .005 at 5 GHz to .0074 at 40 GHz [31].
Note that the proposed equivalent capacitance model is not

very sensitive to the accuracy of the dielectric matrix de-
termination. Even if DK and DF vary within 610%, the
extracted DKr and DFr of ERD remain practically the same
(changing by less than 1%). This is because the ERD parameters
are mainly determined by the concentration of metallic in-
clusions in the dielectric matrix, and the volume fraction of these
inclusions in the roughness layer is high even in the pre-
percolation layer (varying from 0% to 25%).

MEASUREMENTS OF INSERTION LOSS AND PHASE DELAY

The measured insertion loss |S21|, dB, and time delay t on
a transmission line, i.e., a single-ended stripline, increase as
conductor roughness magnitude increases, and hence, the values
DKr and DFr of the corresponding ERD layers increase. This is
illustrated by Fig. 12.
The phase delay increases as conductor roughness increases,

which is the direct consequence of the capacitive (dielectric)
nature of the ERD. Because phase progression in a TEM

transmission line of the length l and with the homogeneous
dielectric filling eris [61]

w5bl5 2pfl
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m0e0

p ffiffiffiffi
er

p
; (13)

the corresponding time delay is calculated as

t5
¶w
¶f

5
2pl

c

ffiffiffiffi
er

p
: (14)

The corresponding magnitude of |S21|, determining the insertion
loss on the line, is approximately

jS21j; dB5 2 8:686al; (15)

where the total loss constant a for the TEM mode on the line
comprises the conductor and dielectric loss parts [61],

a5aC 1aD; (16)

and

aD 5
v

c
tand

ffiffiffiffi
er

p
: (17)

Note that herein, er is the dielectric constant (real part of per-
mittivity) of the effective dielectric inside the transmission line,
which includes both the substrate dielectric matrix and ERD.

Fig. 8. Approximation of volume concentration of metallic inclusions as a function of distance from the smooth conductor: (a) “foil” side and (b) “oxide” side on
HVLP foil.

Table I
Exponential Approximation of Profile Functions on “Foil” and “Oxide” Sides of Copper Foils

Foil type/model f ðzÞ5 aeb$z coefficients (with 95% confidence bounds) Tp (mm) T (mm)

STD “Foil” side a 5 3.03 (2.91, 3.15), b 5 0.3787 (0.3737, 0.3837), and drms 5 2.0962 4.99 9.0
“Oxide” side a 5 2.829 (2.233, 3.425), b 5 2.075 (1.937, 2.213), and drms 5 4.9168 0.93 1.7

VLP “Foil” side a 5 5.991 (5.253, 6.73), b 5 0.7479 (0.7103, 0.7855), and drms 5 6.1539 1.61 3.8
“Oxide” side a 5 5.665 (4.518, 6.812), b 5 1.18 (1.086, 1.275), and drms 5 8.0289 1.07 2.6

HVLP “Foil” side a 5 5.537 (3.922, 7.152), b 5 2.182 (1.936, 2.428), and drms 5 8.4887 0.46 1.3
“Oxide” side a 5 6.193 (4.762, 7.624), b 5 1.827 (1.653, 2.001), and drms 5 7.3620 0.64 1.6
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MODEL SETUP FOR NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

Similar to the previous studies [40, 47], the stripline simu-
lation numerical electromagnetic model has been created. It
includes the dielectric matrix having the dielectric properties as
discussed in the previous section and thin layer-like objects
representing conductor surface roughness as the ERD: above the
trace (“foil” side) and below the trace (“oxide” side). The
corresponding ERD layers are also placed on the reference
(ground/return) planes. Fig. 13 shows a cross-sectional view of
the numerical model setup. The line length of the stripline
structure was 391.414 mm (15.4 inches); stripline traces
were 17.5-mm thick (0.5-oz copper) and 340-mm (13.5 mil)
wide. The impedance of the single-ended line was 50 Ohms.

Cross-sectional dimensions for all the three test lines were
identical, except for the foil roughness. Because the length of the
modeled line is comparatively long, to make the models more
computationally efficient, each model was subdivided into two
equal segments, and then cascading of the corresponding ABCD
matrices was performed.

NUMERICAL SIMULATION RESULTS WITH HOMOGENIZED

FREQUENCY-DEPENDENT ERD

The models were simulated using the FIT, a time domain
solver [43]. Time domain solvers are suited to capturing
phase results across wide frequency bands. A mesh size in the

Fig. 9. Effective roughness dielectric parameters as functions of frequency for STD foil: (a) DKr and (b) DFr.

Fig. 10. Effective roughness dielectric parameters as functions of frequency for VLP foil: (a) DKr and (b) DFr.
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models was about 2 million cells. The waveguide ports were
used for excitation. The measured and modeled data for S21
parameter as a function of frequency are shown in Figs. 14-16.
The dielectric parameters of the homogeneous ERD layers in
these models are as those shown in Figs. 9-11. The agreement
of the modeled and measured results for all the three test
scenarios with STD, VLP, and HVLP foils validates the pro-
posed analytical approach. The discrepancy between the mod-
eled and the measured magnitude |S21| is less than .5 dB over
the entire frequency range; the phase difference is within 6100

but depends on the particular frequency. The high-frequency
behavior is captured better as than the nondispersive models
as in [40, 47, 48] because of the frequency-dependent DKr

and DFr parameters extracted using the equivalent capacitance
ERD model.

NUMERICAL MODEL OF LAYERED ERD STRUCTURE

Another way of roughness dielectric numerical modeling was
also tested. The layered model was set up in the same way as the

other models, but the “foil” layer is specified differently from
the previous models with homogeneous ERD parameters. In the
layered model for the roughest STD foil, the roughness di-
electric properties are split into three parts: the top 1/3rd part
(close to metal) has independent frequency DKr 5 16, the
middle 1/3rd part has DKr 5 12, and bottom 1/3rd part (next to
matrix) has DKr 5 8. In this case, each sublayer is very thin
(thickness of each is Tr/3 5 4.13 mm), adding significant mesh
count and, therefore, increasing simulation time. Therefore,
a different approach was proposed, and it is based on so-called
“space mapping” technique, e.g., Ref. [62] and references
therein. This space implemented in a number of full-wave 3D
numerical simulation tools, including those based on FIT solver.
When this space mapping for the layered model is applied, the
object is not split into three separate layers/objects with ho-
mogeneous dielectric constants, but the object material prop-
erties change depending on the position within the object
according to the specified “space map.”Note that a “space map”
based model does not introduce a new kind of material, but is
used to define, for a normal (or anisotropic) material, a generic

Fig. 11. Effective roughness dielectric parameters as functions of frequency for HVLP foil: DKr (a) and DFr (b).

Fig. 12. (a) Magnitude |S21|, dB, and (b) phase delay on 16-inch stripline with PPO blend dielectric and different foil types.
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spatial distribution. This allows for modeling complicated and
arbitrary materials. In this work, the ERD itself is specified this
way within the matrix material.

This “space mapping” has been applied to the three-layer
“foil” side in the STD model only. However, the “space
mapping” approach does not allow for modeling lossy layers as
the ERD dielectrics are. Therefore, in the space mapping model,
loss, or |S21| magnitude, is underestimated because of the
lossless model of the STD “foil” roughness dielectric. Never-
theless, it was still reasonable to test this approach with a per-
spective of extending “space mapping” functionality to lossy
materials in future. Because loss was not included in the space-
mapped three-layer region, only phases of S21 were of interest.
Note that for the low-loss PCB materials, phase of S21 does not
depend much on the loss in the foil; it mainly depends on the
corresponding DKr value. Moreover, phase of S21 is more
sensitive to model parameter settings than the magnitude |S21|,
and the |S21| trend with frequency could be easily corrected by
adding slightly more loss in the other regions of the model.

In the present “space mapping” model, matrix dielectric and
very thin “oxide” ERD sides (STD foils are known to have
comparatively smooth “oxide” side) were modeled as regular
lossy dielectrics without applying space mapping. The corre-
sponding ERD layers were modeled both on traces and on the
ground planes. Therefore, “space mapping” was applied to the
“foil” sides of STD conductors only.

In Fig. 17, the measured phase is compared with that of the
modeled using “space map” of the ERD layer. The tested
cases are the dielectric constants of all three ERD sublayers
having first DKr 5 12; then all of them having DKr 5 16; and
finally, the layered roughness dielectric “space map” object
with three different DKr 5 8, 12, and 16 values defined
consequently as moving from the matrix toward smooth
conductor. The total ERD thicknesses in all three cases are
Tr 5 12.4 mm.

As Fig. 17 shows, there is an excellent agreement between the
measured and the layered model results. The models with
a single layer of “foil” ERD having either DKr 5 12, or DKr 5
16, result in slightly different unwrapped phase than those in the
layered model and in measurements. From Table II, the dif-
ference between these two results is indeed small (within a few
degrees) as compared with the overall unwrapped phase. This
result indicates that modeling conductor surface roughness as
a multilayered structure is perspective, especially if loss is also
implemented in such a “space mapping” model. Note that the
aforementioned equivalent capacitance approach to model ERD
is also a kind of a multilayer model because it includes slices with
incrementally varying dielectric properties that then are integrated
and also includes two distinct regions—prepercolation and
percolation.

Fig. 14. Measured and modeled S21 results for a stripline structure with STD foil.

Fig. 13. Numerical model setup.
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Note that the idea of presenting a conductor of planar
transmission line as a multilayer structure refers back to the
work as in Ref. [63]. However, multilayer approach was
applied in Ref. [63] to modeling skin depth in a conductor

of a microstrip or stripline rather than conductor surface
roughness. In this article, we have considered two mod-
els that practically extend this idea to surface roughness
consideration—through calculating the equivalent capacitance

Fig. 15. Measured and modeled S21 results for a stripline structure with VLP foil.

Fig. 16. Measured and modeled S21 results for a stripline structure with HVLP foil.
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and implementing it in a numerical model and through the direct
numerical modeling using “space mapping.”

CONCLUSIONS

In this work, an analytical model to calculate ERD parameters
for conductor surface roughness of a PCB foil is presented. Based
on the microscopic analysis of the roughness profile, a concen-
tration dependence of metallic inclusions in the transition be-
tween the ambient dielectric matrix and copper is obtained. Using
such a concentration dependence, the equivalent capacitance
associated with the roughness layer is calculated analytically.
Then the parameters of the ERD are extracted from this
equivalent capacitance. The ERD parameters obtained from the

analytical model are frequency dependent unlike in the previous
works; therefore, they describe the high-frequency behavior (at
data rates of a few dozen Gbps) of PCB interconnects more
accurately than the frequency-independent models. The proposed
model is applied to three stripline test scenarios with three dif-
ferent types of foils—STD, VLP, and HVLP—and is validated
by an excellent agreement between the full-wave FIT numerical
modeling and measurements over a wide frequency range from
10MHz to 30 GHz. Two types of numerical models are obtained:
using homogeneous ERD and using space mapping when
modeling a layered ERD. The layered ERD provides the closest
to the measured result when S21 phases are compared. This
proves that the conductor surface roughness has mainly capac-
itive effect on the phase constant.

Fig. 17. The phase of measured and modeled structures over a narrow frequency band of ~24-26 GHz: ERD with DKr 5 12, with DKr 5 16, and with space
map–layered structure.

Table II
Phase of Analytical and Layered ERD Model at a Number of Frequencies

Discrete frequencies
Phase, degrees

(modeled with DKr 5 12)
Phase, degrees

(modeled with DKr 5 16)
Phase, degrees

(modeled as layered)
Phase, degrees
(measured)

f 5 7 GHz 26,334.4757 26,442.2698 26,426.1821 26,436.3764
Difference as compared with measured 101.9007 25.8934 10.1943 0

f 5 15 GHz 213,563.894 213,790.774 213,752.316 213,753.362
Difference as compared with measured 189.468 238.46 1.046 0

f 5 20 GHz 218,080.365 218,380.305 218,325.425 218,318.775
Difference as compared with measured 238.41 261.53 26.65 0

f 5 25 GHz 222,604.596 222,977.756 222,905.17 222,880.175
Difference as compared with measured 275.579 297.581 224.995 0

f 5 30 GHz 227,127.231 227,573.701 227,482.865 227,435.057
Difference as compared with measured 307.826 2138.644 247.808 0

f 5 34 GHz 230,755.643 231,262.769 231,156.153 231,078.478
Difference as compared with measured 322.835 2184.291 277.675 0
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